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Fishing
profit should not accrue without cause and that goods
should no.t be sold unaltered for a higher price than they
had cost. With the same object of preventing the
cornering of fish supplies, fish had to be sold publicly
in the appointed fish market unless they were sold
actually on the boat. All secret dealing in fish was
prohibited; fish might not be landed between sunset
and sunrise or sold inside shops.1 At Grimsby fishermen
were not allowed to keep their fish for special customers,
but must sell to any burgess who wished to buy ; and if
any merchant made a private bargain by which he was
to have all the fish on a boat, the fish were seized and
sold by the town officers, the merchant being made to
fulfil his bargain towards the fishers but receiving only
i'2d. for a last of herring or a hundred cod.2 A complica-
tion in the sale of fish is introduced by the existence of
1 hosts ', whose exact position is not quite clear ; they
appear to have been intermediaries between the fishers
and the public, practically fish vendors though not on
the scale of the fish merchants proper, to whom they
were often tied down.3 In origin these ' hosts ', ' ostes ',
or * hostelers ', seem to have been the owners of booths
at which they allowed the fishermen to sell their catches.
By the regulations made for the Yarmouth herring
fair in 1357 4 they were to receive 4od. for every last of
herrings sold through them, and in return for this pay-
1 Liber Albus, 382.	2 Cal. Chart., ii. 15.
3	William de Rookhage in 1382 left to his wife ' quatuor hospites
mcos piscatores ... ad piscandum dicte Cristiane ad terminum vite
sue, capiendo de dictis  hospitibus   catalla  que  mihi   debentur '.
Swinden, Hist, of Great Yarmouth. 77.    Here ' hospes ' seenis to be
used for an actual fisherman.
4	Statutes, 31 Edw. Ill,
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